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ABSTRACT 
We determine conditions for equality of decomposable symmetrized tensors in 
arbitrary symmetry classes. Based on these conditions we derive results for equality of 
decomposable symmetrized tensors associated to certain “special” group characters. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over the field ff. Let 8”’ 1’ 
denote the mth tensor power of V. If (T E S,,,, then P(o) is the unique 
linear operator on @I” V such that 
for every x,, . . . , x,,, in V. 
Let c : S, + IF be an arbitrary function from S,,, into F. We denote by 1: 
the symmetry class of tensors of @“V associated with c (we say also that c is 
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associated with V,), i.e. the range of the linear operator zU E s, c(c+>P(a ), 
From now on the symmetry classes of tensors are assumed subspaces of 
@“’ v. 
Let Xl,. . . ) x, be a family of vectors of V. The elements of V, of the 
form 
are called decomposable symmetrized tensors. The vectors xi, . . . , x, are 
called factors of the decomposable symmetrized tensor x1 * ‘9. * x,. 
Let [F be a field of characteristic zero, G a subgroup of S,, and h an 
absolutely irreducible character of G. Let c be such that c(g) = 
]A(id)/lGllMa) (I I d eno es cardinality) for (+ E G and c(a) = 0 otherwise. t 
In this case it is usual to denote the symmetry class V, by V,(G). 
Finding conditions for equality of decomposable symmetrized tensors is 
an old problem in the study of symmetry classes of tensors. Several results 
have been established, many of them with constraints either on the symmetry 
class of tensors or on the factors of the decomposable symmetrized tensors. 
The best-known examples of the first type of result are the classical theorems 
on the equality of the tensor products of m vectors and on the equality of 
exterior products of m vectors. The second type of statement has been more 
popular, and some articles have been published about the equality of decom- 
posable symmetrized tensors with linearly independent factors [2, 3, 14-191. 
Recently, in [5], a result was presented where both type of constraints are 
simultaneously present. In fact the equality of decomposable symmetrized 
tensors was studied in symmetry classes of tensors associated to irreducible 
characters of S,, when the decomposable symmetrized tensors have rank 
partition coincident with the conjugate partition of the irreducible character 
associated to the symmetry class (see the next section for details on these 
notions). 
The present article states conditions for equality of decomposable sym- 
metrized tensors without restriction either on the symmetry class of tensors 
or on the factors of the decomposable symmetrized tensor. Based on these 
conditions, other results are derived for decomposable symmetrized tensors 
belonging to symmetry classes of tensors associated with special characters. 
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2. COMBINATORIAL BACKCROUND 
A partition is a finite nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers. 
Let m be an integer. We say that a partition A = (A,, . . . , A,) is a partition 
of m if A, + .** + A, = m. A sequence of nonnegative integers whose sum is 
m is called an improper partition of m. We will not distinguish between 
partitions that differ only by a final string of zeros. The integers A,, . . . , A, 
are called the parts of the partition A. If there are ri parts equal to 1, r2 
parts equal to 2, etc., the partition can be written (1’1, 2rz, 3’3, . . . ). 
If (A,,A,,..., A,,) is a partition of nl, then the sequence A’ = 
(A’,, A;, . . . , A’,,,), where 
A\ =l{j: Aj > i)), 
is a partition of m called the conjugate partition of A. 
If ff = (a,,..., (~~1 and A = (A,, . . . , A,,,) are partitions of m, we sq 
that cr majorkes A and we write LY k A if 
i=l i=l 
It is well known that there is a one to one correspondence between the 
@-irreducible characters of S, and the partitions of m. Let A be a Cc- 
irreducible character of S,. The partition associated with A by this corre- 
spondence is called the associated partition of A. 
Let V be a vector space over the field [F. From now on a family (xiji E I 
of vectors of V (indexed by the index set I) is a mapping from Z into V. We 
are going to treat these mappings from the set theoretical point of view, i.e. as 
subsets of the Cartesian product Z X V. Let ti = (a,), E I be a family of 
vectors of V; then a subfamily of & is a subset 9’ of PZ which is still a 
mapping from J c Z into V (J is the set of the first coordinates of the 
elements of B). 
NOTATION. Usually when we mean the family (xi ji E (i,, _, fl) we write 
(X i,. . . , XJ, {x1,. . . , xn), or simply xi,. . . , x,,. 
A family of vectors of V is r-independent if it is the union of r linearly 
independent subfamilies. An r-basis of xi,. . . , x, is a largest (with maximum 
cardinality) r-independent subfamily. The cardinality of an r-basis is the 
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r-dimension, denoted by p, = p,( r i, . . . , x,,,). It was shown in 141 that if 
Xi> . . * > x,,, are nonzero vectors, then p = ( pi, p2 - pl, . . . , p,,, - p,,, ,> is a 
partition of nz. 
EXAMPLE. Let e,, es be linearly independent vectors of V. Let m = 5, 
and xi = ei, x2 = e2, xa = e, + e,, x4 = e9, xs = e2. The set of the 
e-independent subfamilies of x,, x2, T.. , xs is - 
{@) U[(~~)~,,:Z~{1,...,5]and~Zl=l} 
U{(X~)~,~: I C_ {1,2,...,5} and 111 = 2) 
U{(~~)~,,:ZZ{2,4,5}andZ~{1,2 ,..., 5}andlZ(=3} 
REMARKS. 
(1) The empty family is a g-independent family, since 0 u 0 = 0. 
(2) The family {xi} is e-independent, since 
{Xi} = {Xi} u {Xi} = {Xi} u 0. 
Then 
Using the same type of arguments, it is easy to see that 
P,( X] 1.. .1 x,~) = dim(x,,..., xs) = 2 
and p&x1,. . . , x,~> = 5. Then the rank partition of xi, . . . , x5 is 
REMARKS. 
(1) Every r-independent subfamily of {xi, . . . , x,,~} is r + I-independent. 
(2) If Xi’...‘X, are nonzero vectors then (xi, . . . , x,,,} is an r-basis of 
xi,..., x,, for every r > m. 
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The next result was stated in [J] and ensures that evev r-his of 
Xl,..., x,,, can be split into linearly independent subfamilies whose cardinali- 
ties conform to the nonzero terms of the rank partition of x,, . . . , x,,,. 
TtIE()KEM 2.1. Let B be an r-hasis of{ x,, . . . , s ,,,). Tlwrc ~~.~ist B, , . H! 1 
phu2i.w chjoint linearly independent .suhfarnilie.r of z , , . . . , x,,, .swh tht 
(i) IN, ‘V .*. u B,I = P&l,, . . .) .I,,,), t = I.. . , t-, N/d 
(ii) R, U ... U B, = B. 
REMARK. It can be easily seen that in thr context of Thwrcw 2.1. 
(13,) 2 (&) 2 .*- 2 (B,) and dim(B,) = lR,I = p, - p,_,, i = 1. . . . . r. 
where ( X) denotes the linear closure of X. 
The next notion establishes “dqrees of intlPI’“tl(.lrncc,” among the linrarl~ 
dependent families of nonzero vectors. 
IIEFlh‘I~rlON 2.1. Let r,, s?, . . . , x,,, be a family of vectors of the vwtor 
space I’. Let F = ( p,, . . . , p,) ( pi # 0, i = 1, . . , r) bc a partition of ~1. 
U’e say that a family (C,), E- (,, ,, F) of nonemph, pairwise disjoint hnearh 
independent subfamilies of x,, x2, . x,,, is a p-coloring of X, , x2, . . 1 .I-,, 
[or(T,...., x,,,) is pcnkm-uhle] if the foll owing conditions hold: 
(i) IC,( = k,, i = l,..., r; 
(ii> IJ :_ , CI = {x,, . . . , x,,,}. 
In [4] a more general matroid Lwsion of thcl following theorem \%7is 
proved: 
TIIEOHEM 2.2. Let x,, x2,. . . , x,,, be u Jnrnily of rw~c.w0 wctors of 1’ 
with runk partition p. Let p IXJ a partition of tn. Tlwu N,. x1. . I,,, i.y 
p-colomhle if and only if 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let x1, x1,. . , s,,, br a farnil?, of vectors of the \‘ectol 
space I’. A subfamily T of x , , x2, . . . , x,,, is called an r-transver.sc~/ of 
?I,, I;, . . . ) x,,, if it contains r bases of (T ), I,, . . . I,, satisfying: 
(1) The subfamilies I,, . . . , I,. are pain\& disjoint. 
(2) T = (Jr=, Zi. 
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EXAMPLE. If we take ri,, . . , x5 as in the example that follows the 
definition of rank partition, it can be easily seen that {xi, lcp, xs, x4} is a 
2-transversal of x1, . . . , x5. Moreover we can take (following the definition) 
I, = {x1, x2} and I, = {x,, x4}. 
REMARK. A subfamily T of x1, . . . , x,, is an r-transversal if and only if T 
is r-independent and r dim( T > = IT I. 
The following results were proved in [l]: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be an r-basis of x1, . . . , x,,. There exists an 
r-transversal T incluo?ed in B which is the maximum (by the inclusion 
ordering) r-transversal contained in B. Moreover this transversal is a maxi- 
mal (by the inclusion ordering) r-transversal of xl, . . . , x ,,,. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let B be a r-basis of x1, . . . , x ,,,, and T the maximal 
r-transversal contained in B. Then 
IX w..r~m}\B = (0’) n (~1, . . . . x,,,})\T. 
The following theorem is a consequence of the preceding results: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let T be an r-transversal of x1,. . . , x,,, contained in an 
r-basis B of Ix,, . . . , x,}. Assume that B,, . . . , B, are linearly independent 
subfamilies of x1, . . . , x,, pair-wise disjoint, whose union is B. Then 
(T I-I B,) = (T n B,) = ... = (T n B,) = (T). 
Proof. From the assumptions we get 
T = (T n B,) u (T n B,) u ... u (T n B,). 
Since T n Bi are independent, by the remark to the Definition 2.2, 
(TI = p,(T) = rdim(T) = IT n B,I + IT n B,I + ... +IT n B,I. 
Now using IT n Bil G dim(T), i = 1,. . . , r, we get (T n Bi) = CT), i = 
1 >a**, r. ??
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Proof. Assume that the rank partition of xl, xp, . . . , x ,,, is 
(A,, A,,..., A,) with A, > 0. Let B,, . . . , B, be subfamilies of {xi,. . . , x,J (a 
t-basis of xi,. . . , x,) in the context of Theorem 2.1. Let T, be a maximal 
k-transversal for the largest k satisfying dim(T,) = 1. Using the remarks on 
Theorem 2.5, we can assume that T, is included in B, U ... U B,. If k < t, 
then by Corollary 2.1 Bk+i, . . . . B, s (T,). Since dim(T,) = 1, then 
dim( Bk+i) = a** = dim( B,) = 1, and T; = T, U Bk+, U ... U B, is a t- 
transversal satisfying dim(T;) = 1. Contradiction. Using Corollary 2.1 again, 
we can conclude that 
0’1) n {x1,..., xm} = T,, 
and I(T,) n {x1,. . . , x,)1 = A\. 
Let (T,) be a maximal k-transversal for the largest k satisfying dim(T,) 
= 2. Using the same type of arguments used above, we can assume, without 
loss of generality, that T2 c B, U B, U *a* U B, and conclude finally that 
k = A;. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.1 
= 2A; + Xi - A;. 
Then 
I@,> n {x1,..., &}I -I@,) n I+..> x,,jI = Ai. 
We can pursue similar arguments to get the theorem. ??
THEOREM 2.7. Let x1, . . . , x, be a family of nonzero vectors such that 
P(X l,.“, xm) = (1’1,2’2,. . .) p’p), ?-I,. . .) rp > 2. 
Then the dimension of the transversal flag of x1, . . . , x, is the sequence of the 
first p integers. 
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Proof. We are going to show that for every i, I < i < p, there is an 
integer k and a k-maximal transversal T such that dim(T)g = i. ASSUIW 
that r, + 
of x,,. 
.** +rP = t, and consider the subfamilies of s,, . . . , x,,, (a t-basis 
. . , s,,,) B,, . . . , B, in the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Take k = rra + 
z&i +B 
... +ri+l + 1. Let T be the maximal transversal contained in the 
+ ... + B,. Using Theorem 2.4, we conclude that dim(T ) < i. 
Using &rollary 2.1, we conclude that i < dim(T). Then we get the equalih 
dim(T) = i. i 
3. EQUALITY OF DECOMPOSABLE SYMMETRIZED TENSORS 
From now on we consider symmetry classes of the form 1<,(G). Let I: and 
W be supplementary subspaces of a vector space 1’ (u CB W = 1’1, and 9 be 
the projection on W parallel to U. We define Tr, \I, as the mapping 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let x1, . . . , x,~ be a family of vectors of V such that 
x, * ... * x,,, f 0. Given the subspace U of V, we say that U conf3r-m with 
x, * ... * x,,, if there exists a subspace W of I’, supplementan: to U, such that 
Let LY = (a,, . . . , a,> be a set partition of (I, . . . , m), i.e. 
. . {l,..., m} = a, u . . . u aI,. 
Let a((~) = (rl = Ia,l,...,rP = 1 aI, 1) be the integer partition of the cardina- 
ities of the sets of the set partition (Y (we are assuming without loss of 
generality that I al I > . .. > I a,,I). Let T, be a linear operator on V. izz 
l,..., p. We denote by rrm(T,, . . . ,7;,) th e mear operator of 8”’ 1’ given In, 1’ 
jr1 
5Ta(T, 1.. . , Tl, ) = 8 z, 
I=1 
where Zj = T, if j E CY~. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let p be a partition of m. The linear operator 
6&T,, . . . , TJ on CY V, is the sum of all ra when a runs over the set 
partitions (Y, of (1,. . . , m}, satisfying a(a) = p, i.e., 
The following is proved in [12]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The symmetry classes of tensors of ~3” V are invariant 
subspaces of S,(T,, . . . , TP>. Moreover, if x1,. . . , x, are vectors of V, and h 
is an absolutely irreducible character of a subgroup G of S,, then 
$(T,,...,T,)(x,* ... *x,) 
Let A = [aij] be an m X m matrix over the field F. If A is an F-character 
of a subgroup G of S,, we denote by d,(A) the element of IF given by 
d*( A) = C h(m)t@I aif7(i). 
OEG 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x1,. . . , x, and yl,. . . , yn be families of vectors of V. 
Assume that 
0 # x1 * *** * x, = y1 * . . . * Ym* 
ZfUconformstox,*-***x,, then for every subspace U’ supplementary to 
U in V, 
I{i: xi E U) 1 + I(i : yi E U’} 1 < m 
and 
I(i: xi E U}l aj{i: yi E U}I. 
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Proof. Let W be a subspace of V, supplementary to U, such that 
Let U’ be a supplementary subspace of U in V. Denote by P the projection 
of V onto U parallel to U’, and by Q the projection of V onto W parallel to 
U. Let 
a1 = {i: xi E u} and LY, = (i: r, P U}. 
Let p = (I (~~1, Ia21). Then, using Proposition 3.1, 
S,( P, Q)( x1 * .** * x,,) = rc,,\“( x,) * ... * I-,,,,,.( r,,,) f 0. (1) 
Assume now that 
[{i: yi E U’)l > In -I(i: xi E c)l = m - Ia11 = la,I. 
Then 
a,( P, Q)( yl * ... * y,,,) = 0. 
Contradiction, since x1 * .-. * x,,, = y, * a*. * y,,l. 
On the other hand. if 
[{i: xi E u}l <I{i: yi E u}l, 
then, for each set partition y = (-yr, r2> of (1,. . . , rn) such that n(r) = p, 
there exists j E ye 
Contradiction. 
such that yj E U. Then 6,(P, Qx y, * ... * y,?,) = 0. 
??
We can recover now a known result [l’i] 
COROLLARY 3.1. In the conditions of the preceding theorem, zf 
0 z x, * .*. * Lx,,, = y, * ... * y,,l 
then 
(Xl,... , xv,> = (y ,>...‘I/,,,>. 
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Proof. Let U = ( x1, . . . , x,,, ). By the theorem, no y, belongs to a 
supplementary subspace of U, and yi E U, i = 1, . . , m. Therefore 
(y1,. . . , yJ c (X1> . . . . x,,~). The reverse inclusion is obvious by symmetry. 
??
C~KOLLARY 3.2. Let x,, . . . , x,,, and y,, . . . , y,,, be families of vectors of 
V. Assume that 
0 # x, * .** * x,,, = y1 * ... * y ,,,. 
lf U conforms to x, * .*- * x,,, and y1 * ... * y,,,, then 
I{i: xi E U}\ =I{i: yt E U}(. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that F = @ or IF = R. Let x,, . . . , x, and 
Y1,.--7 Ytn be families of vector,9 of V, and U and U’ be supplementary 
subspaces of ( x,, . . . , x,,,). Zf 
0 # x1 * ... * -y,,, = y, * -1. * ym, 
we have 
I( i : xi E U} 1 + I{i : yt E U’} I < m. 
Proof. Assume that 
I{i : xi E U) I + [{i : yi E U’}) > m. (2) 
Let ( , ) be an inner product defined in V such that U and U’ are 
orthogonal subspaces. Then considering defined in H”V the induced inner 
product 
0 # (X] * ... * x,,,, x1 * ... * x,,J = (x1 * ... * x,,,, y1 * *.* * y,,,). 
It is easy to see that 
( x, * ... * x,,,, y, * ... * y,,J = $$ dA([(xi, Yj)])' (3) 
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But the matrix [Cm,, y,)] contains a zero submatrix of type I{i : si E CT)1 X 
{i : I/! E U’)l. Then using the inequality (2) and the Frobenius-Koenig theo- 
rem, we conclude that the tight hand side of (3) is zero. Contradiction. ??
1. THE MULTILINEARITY PARTITION 
From now on we assume that 5 = @. As we have mentioned before, the 
irreducible characters of S, are llsually identified with partitions of JU. In [6] 
this association was generalized by defining the multilinearity partition of an 
irreducible character A of a subgroup G of S,,,. This concept was introduced 
as follows: Let k be a positive integer less than m. The greatest nonnegativta 
integer / less than m such that x1 * ... * x,,~ = 0 whenever pl;( x1, . , I,,,) < 1 
is called the k-index of the symmetn- class of tensors l<‘,(G). This index is also 
called the k-index of A, since it does-not depend on the vector space I’, and is 
denoted by Ii. By convention 1; = - 1. 
In [6] the following theorem was proved: 
TJIEOHEM 4.1. If G is a .sz~hgroup of S,,, ad A is an irreducible cor~~plcx 
character of G, then 
The conjugate of the partition referred to in Theorem 4.1 is called the 
mrrltilinearity partition of h and is denoted by MP( A). It was also proved in 
[ci] that if A is an irreducible character of S,,,, the multilinearity partition of A 
coincides with the partition associated to A. 
Amglia Fonseca [8] has studied more deeply the connections between the 
multilinearity partition of an irreducible character A of a subgroup G of S,,, 
and the partitions associated to the irreducible characters of S,,,, relating 
them to the characters of IA(S,,,) [the set of irreducible @-characters x of S,,, 
such that (A, x)~; # 01. Based on this study it was impossible to state [iJ 
TIIEOREM 4.2. Let G he a subgroup of S,,, , and A he an irrducihb 
character of G. The following conditions are eyuiualent: 
(1) Ifx ,,..., x,,, are nonzero vectors of I’, 
P(X,,..., x,,,) b MP( A)’ e there ea?st.s u E S,,, : x,(,) * ... * x,(,,,) f 0: 
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(2) (A, & z 0, h w ere x is the irreducible character of S, with associ- 
ated partition MP( h). 
We call the irreducible characters of G satisfying property (2) special 
characters of G. 
REMARKS AND EXAMPLE. 
(1) Not all the irreducible characters of subgroups G of S,, are special, as 
we can see in the following example: Let m = 6, and G be the transitive 
subgroup of S, of order 48. Let A be the irreducible character of G given by 
Table 1. It is easy to see that Z,(S,) = ((4, l'), (3’)). However, MP(h) = 
(4,2X 
(2) It is obvious from the definition that the irreducible characters of S, 
are special characters. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x~,...,x, be a family of nonzero vectors with rank 
partition p. Let U be the linear closure of an r-maximal transversal of 
x1,. . . > x,n, for some r, and W a supplementa y subspace of U in ( x 1, . . . , x,, >. 
The family 
has rank partition p. 
Proof. Let k = p;. Then, using Theorem 2.1, we know that there are 
sets B,, . . . , B, such that 
TABLE 1 
Cycles Order A 
(P) 1 1 
(14, 2) 3 1 
(12, 4) 6 -1 
(12, 22) 3 1 
(12, 22> 6 -1 
(6) 8 1 
(2,4) 6 -1 
(23> 6 -1 
(23) 1 1 
(32) 8 1 
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Bl ” .-. u B, 
is a t-basis of {xi,. . . , x,,J, t = 1,. . . , k. Let p = pi - pi_ I and Bi = 
Ix,,, . . * ) xi,). We are going to prove that 
is a linearly independent family, i = 1, . . . , k. If i > r, this fact is an easy 
consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. Assume that i < r. 
Assume that 
YlrU,W("i,l) + ‘.. +YprU.W(xi,p) = O* 
We can split the left hand side in the following way: 
ylrLr,w(xi,i) + ... +Ypru,w(xi.p) = C 3;'i.j 
jE(,s:x,,,EU) 
+ c YjrU,W(xi.j)~ 
jE(s: 1, <EC’) 
Since U and W are supplementary subspaces, 
c Yjro,w(xi.j) = O, 
jE(s: r,.,$sl’) 
and then 
Consider the r-maximal transversal T contained in B, U ... U B,. Since U is 
the linear closure of a transversal, Theorem 2.4 guarantees that Bi n (T > = 
B, n U is a basis of V; thus there exist scalars pj such that 
c Yjxi,j= C PjXi,j’ 
jEb: x,,,ZUI jE(s:x,,,EU) 
and thus yj = 0, j E {s : xi,s @ U}. Therefore 3 = 0, j = 1,. . . , p. 
Now, the independence of 
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f or i = l,...,k ensures the existence of a p(x r, . . . , x,,,)-coloring of 
&7&r)> f.. , rcr,w(x,,,). Then by Theorem 2.2 
Assume now that u = p(Tc,w(x,), . . . , r,,,(x,,,));. Let D,, . . . , D, be a 
collection of independent subfamilies of Tc w(x,>, . . . , Ta, Iv(x,,,) in the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1. Let q = p,<k,,,(x,), . . . , r,,,(x,,,)) - 
pi_l(~L~.w(~l), . . . . &,,(~,,,N and 
Consider the splitting of xii as sum of elements of U and W, i.e. 
xij = ui j + wi~i’ j=l >*.*> 9. 
Then 
O = Ylxi,l + Y2"i,2 + '.' +Yq'i,q 
c 'Yj'i,j + c Yjt"i,j + wi.j) 
jc{s:x, yEu) jE(s' x,,,~EL~} 
z c Yj'i,j+ C yj"i,j + C Yjwi,j' 
jE(s: xt ?EU) jets: x, ,ZU) jE{,s:r, ,EL') 
Since the sum of U and W is direct, we conclude from these equalities that 
c Yjwi,j = C ‘Yjru.w(“i,j) = 0. 
jE(s:x,,,@Ul jE(s:x,,,EU) 
Then Y, = 0, j E {s : xi,s P U}. Therefore 
o= c Yjxi,j= C Yjru,wCxi,j). 
jE(S: x,,,EU> jE{S: x,,,EU) 
Using now the linear independence of Di, we get 
Yj = 0, j = 1,...,9. 
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Thus {x1,,, . . . , xi, y) is linearly independent, i = 1. . . , II. Using again Theo- 
rem 2.2, we conclude that 
P(X ]>“‘> x,,L) * P(rr'.\v(x,).....r, 11 bi,,)>. ??
THEOREM 4.3. Let G he a subgroup of S,,,, CIMI A (I .special character (!f 
G. Let x,, . . . , x,,, and yl,. . . , y,,, be familirs of wctors of 1:. Let T br (I 
maximal r-trun.ucersal of x,, . . , , x,,,. lf 0 # s, * ... * x,,, and 
X CT(l) * ... * X,(,,L) = Yrr(l, * .*. * !A,(,,,,~ ff E s,,,, (4) 
I(i: xi E CT)}/ aI{i: yi fz (T)}I. 
Proof. Let (T) = U, and let W be a supplementary of U. Obsewe that 
by Theorem 4.2 the multilinearity partition I k p’(x,, . . , x,,,). By Lemma 
4.1, the rank partition of Ta ,(x,>, . . . . rc.,u.(x,,,) is p’(x,, . . ., x,,,); then bv 
Theorem 4.2 there is a u such that 
Lw(“cr(l)> * ... * LW(X~(,,,,) f 0. (5) 
But 
xdl) * ... * X,(m) = Yr(l) * ..’ * Ydrn), 
and by (51, U conforms xv(,) * .** * x,(,,,). Therefore the result follows by 
Theorem 3.1 [recall Cl>]. ??
COROI,L.ARY 4.1. Let G be a subgroup of S,,, and h a special charucter of 
G. Let xl, . . . , I,,, and yl, . . . , y,,, be families of vectors of V. Let T be N 
maximal r-transver,sal of x,, . . . , x,,, and H be a maximal q-tmnsvu-sell of 
y,, . . .) y,,,. Zf 0 # x, * .*. * x,,L, 
xdl) * -.. * x,(m) = Ycr(l) * ... * Ylr(,,,,~ E s ,,I ) (6) 
and (T) = (H), then 
[{i: xi E (T)}( =I{i: yi E <T>}I. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a subgroup of S,, and h a special character 
ofG. Letx, ,..., x, andy, ,..., y,,, be families of vectors of V such that 
6) x1>...> x, and yl,. . . , y,,, have the same transversalflag; 
(ii) the dimensions of the transversal flags of x1, . . . , x, and yl, . . . , y,,, 
are the set of the first s integers; 
(iii) the decomposable tensor x1 * 9.. * x, # 0 and 
“4) * *em * x n(m) = Ycr(1) * *‘* * YcT(m), UE s,. (7) 
Then 
p(q,..., GJ = PC Yl> a. *, Ym). 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.6, we can conclude that the transversal parti- 
tion of xi,...,x, is the conjugate of p(x,, . . . , x,) and the transversal 
partition of yi, . . . , ym is the conjugate of p( yi, . . . , y,). On the other hand, 
using Corollary 4.1 and condition (ii), we can conclude that the transversal 
partition of xi,. . . , x, is equal to the transversal partition of yi, . . . , y,,,. H 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G = S,. Let x1,. . . , x, and yl,. . . , y,,, befamilies 
of vectors of V. lf 
0 # x1 * ... * x, = y1 * -** * ym, (8) 
and if T is a maximal r-transversal of x1, . . . , X, (r G pi>, then one has 
I{i: xi E CT)}1 &l{i: yi E (T)}I. 
Proof. It is immediate, if we bear in mind that in VA@,), for each 
c+E S,, 
x1 * *me * x, = y1 * *** * ym - xu(1) * *** * X,(m) = !/g(l) * .** * Yg(m). ??
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REMARK. For symmetry classes of tensors associated to irreducible char- 
acters of S,,, results similar to Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 could be stated just bj 
replacing Equations (6) and (7) with Equation (8) and arguing as before. 
The present article was written while I was at the University of 
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ment of Mathematics and especially of P ro essors Richard Brualdi and Hans f 
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